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[1] A spherical cap harmonic analysis (SCHA) technique is introduced for mapping the
2‐D high‐latitude ionospheric convection pattern based on Super Dual Auroral Radar
Network (SuperDARN) velocity measurements. The current method for generating
such maps is the FIT technique which generates global‐scale maps over the entire
convection region. This is accomplished by combining observations with a statistical
model to prevent unphysical solutions in areas away from the observation points and by
forcing the plasma flow to zero at the low‐latitude boundary of the convection zone. Both
constraints distort the mapped convection and require a preconception of where the plasma
flow lines should close. By focusing on mapping the convection over a region well
covered by velocity observations, the SCHA technique is freed of these constraints and
more accurately reproduces local convection. We generate large‐scale convection maps
from SuperDARN data for various interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) conditions during
periods of widespread radar coverage to show the patterns are consistent with expectations
for various IMF configurations. We validate the SCHA maps by comparing them with
the 2‐D ion drifts measured by the DMSP satellites and with the 2‐D convection vectors
obtained by merging SuperDARN measurements at beam crossings. The SCHA technique
is shown to perform comparably to the FIT technique over regions of good data coverage.
For limited data coverage and over regions of highly variable flow, particularly near
the equatorward edge of the mapping region, the SCHA technique provides a better
solution for mapping ionospheric convection based on SuperDARN radar observations.
Citation: Fiori, R. A. D., D. H. Boteler, A. V. Koustov, G. V. Haines, and J. M. Ruohoniemi (2010), Spherical cap harmonic
analysis of Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) observations for generating maps of ionospheric convection,
J. Geophys. Res., 115, A07307, doi:10.1029/2009JA015055.

1. Introduction
[2] Plasma in the F region ionosphere is in constant
motion; this is referred to as plasma convection. At high
latitudes, the plasma convection is predominantly driven by
electric fields established because of the interaction between
the solar wind, which carries the interplanetary magnetic
field (IMF) and the Earth’s magnetosphere. Studying plasma
convection patterns at the ionospheric level will therefore
lead to a better understanding of how the solar wind interacts with the magnetosphere.
[3] Currently, the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network
(SuperDARN) HF coherent scatter radars [Greenwald et al.,
1995; Chisham et al., 2007] provide global convection maps
at a 1 or 2 min resolution. Each SuperDARN radar
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sequentially scans through 16 beam positions and measures
the component of the plasma convection along the line‐of‐
sight (l‐o‐s) of the radar beam at various ranges. L‐o‐s
velocities for the entire network are combined into a common data block at interval time steps. Subsequent analysis
involves several steps that constitute the FIT technique
[Ruohoniemi and Baker, 1998; Shepherd and Ruohoniemi,
2000].
[4] The FIT technique is a method by which SuperDARN
measurements are used to infer a convection pattern over the
entire convection zone bounded by colatitude FIT, which
must be predetermined (typically ∼45° magnetic colatitude),
see geometry in Figure 1a. Typically, FIT is determined
based on the distribution and magnitude of the l‐o‐s velocity
observations [Ruohoniemi and Baker, 1998]. Alternatively,
FIT might be estimated based on observations from another
instrument, for example, satellite observations of the ion
drift [Rich and Hairston, 1994]. To begin, the observed l‐o‐s
velocities are median filtered based on the surrounding (in
time and space) measurements to reflect a smoothed overall
plasma convection pattern. The data are next averaged into a
grid of equal area cells, with averaged gridded velocities
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entire high‐latitude region (see Appendix in Ruohoniemi and
Baker [1998]). Model vectors are added to the data set at
these coordinates and act to constrain the fit over regions
of sparse data coverage without influencing the fit over
regions of good data coverage.
[5] The FIT technique obtains a global solution for the
convection pattern based on a fitting of both measurements
and statistical model data. Such parameters as the total cross
polar cap potential drop are estimated and applications that
require a solution for the convection everywhere are satisfied. However, the reproduction of convection details over
localized regions is compromised by the global constraints,
e.g., a local observation of a high‐speed channel might be
suppressed in the global fitting because of a lack of supporting measurements from surrounding regions.
[6] In this paper we introduce spherical cap harmonic
analysis (SCHA) as a new approach for analyzing SuperDARN data. The SCHA technique focuses on regions of
dense measurements and generates a solution that is locally
more optimal. It does not address the situation in the flows
beyond these regions nor attempt a complete mapping over
the entire convection region, unless there is a sufficient
population of observations across the entire convection
zone. Thus, the scopes of the two techniques are different,
although there is broad overlap in their purposes.

2. SuperDARN Measurements

Figure 1. (a) Geometry of a spherical shell in the ionosphere where the convection zone is indicated by dark shading. Observations (white dots and lines) shown in Figure 1a
may be mapped using a spherical cap of cap size c using
the SCHA technique through transformation to the spherical
cap coordinate system shown in Figure 1b.
placed at the centers of the grid cells that are separated by a
distance equivalent to 1° of magnetic latitude (MLAT) in
order to create a more even distribution of points. The
gridded velocities, which are confined to the convection
zone poleward of FIT are then redistributed (“stretched”)
across the entire sphere and a spherical harmonic analysis
technique is applied to generate a convection map that is
then reassigned (“unstretched”) to the high‐latitude region.
The stretching process forces the mapped potential and
velocity at all points along FIT to zero, which may not
always be true, particularly if FIT cannot be accurately
determined. As an additional constraint, velocity vectors
from a statistical convection model are added to the data set
to help smooth the flow in regions of sparse data coverage
[Ruohoniemi and Baker, 1998; Shepherd and Ruohoniemi,
2000]. The fewest number of model vectors required to
constrain the fit (dependent on the value of Kmax) is determined, and coordinate locations are distributed about the

[7] The SuperDARN network currently includes 14 (7)
radars located in the Northern (Southern) Hemisphere. The
majority of these radars monitor auroral zone latitudes. In
recent years, additional radars have been installed at polar
(PolarDARN) and subauroral (StormDARN) latitudes to
increase the total radar coverage.
[8] Each SuperDARN radar sequentially scans through
16 beam positions over a period of 1 or 2 min with a dwelling
time of 3 or 7 s in each beam. Radar beam directions are
separated by ∼3.24° in azimuth. Measurements are performed in 75 range gates spaced by 45 km beginning at
180 km. The radars emit a series of radio wave pulses, and
by correlating returned signals, the Doppler l‐o‐s velocity is
obtained by assuming the l‐o‐s velocity is the cosine component of the E × B plasma drift in the ionosphere.
[9] The raw l‐o‐s velocities in each beam/range gate cell
are median filtered and gridded as described in the previous
section. These smoothed and gridded l‐o‐s velocities will be
used as inputs for the analysis below.

3. Mapping Convection by Spherical Cap
Harmonic Analysis
[10] Spherical cap harmonic analysis has been used in a
wide range of applications involving spherical cap geometries, including, for example, mapping electrostatic potential, geomagnetic fields, and ionospheric current systems
[Haines, 1985b, 1988; Haines and Torta, 1994; Weimer,
2005; Green et al., 2006a, 2006b]. Here SCHA will be
applied to map ionospheric convection.
[11] Consider a set of observations of the ionospheric
plasma drift roughly confined to an arbitrarily located
spherical cap of half‐angle (or cap size) c. Figure 1a
represents the geometry of a spherical shell on which the
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l‐o‐s velocity v is observed at magnetic colatitude and
longitude (, 8) within the convection zone (shaded region)
bounded by FIT. Figure 1b shows a spherical cap centered
over the region of observations. The coordinates of v are
redefined as (′, 8′) with respect to the central coordinates of
the spherical cap.
3.1. Theory of SCHA
[12] To map the ionospheric convection pattern, the l‐o‐s
velocities are first related to the electrostatic potential as
follows. The electrostatic potential ФE may be represented
by a series expansion
0
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Kmax X
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k¼0 m¼0

0
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excluding those of the second kind. The final boundary
condition requires
0

0

0 
Pnmk ðmÞ ðcos  Þ0 ¼c ¼ 0;

0

ð2Þ

which is in turn related to velocity through
v¼

EB
;
B2

ð3Þ

where E and v represent the electric field and velocity along
the spherical surface and B is the Earth’s magnetic field,
which is assumed to point in the radial direction. The fitting
coefficients gkm and hkm are determined by minimizing the
differences between the projection of the velocities calculated using equation (3) onto the line‐of‐sight direction and
the measured radar velocities at known coordinates using
singular value decomposition [Press et al., 1992; Brandt,
1998].
[14] The series expansion of FE(′, 8′) in equation (1)
represents a solution to Laplace’s equation found by the
method of separation of variables and by solving eigenvalue
problems subject to boundary conditions [Haines, 1985a,
1988, 2007]. The first boundary condition requires continuity in longitude so that both FE(′, 8′) and its derivative
have equal values at 8′ and 8′ + 2p for an arbitrary ′,
restricting m to be both real and integral. The second
boundary condition requires regularity of the potential at
the spherical cap pole such that
0

FE ð0; 8 Þ ¼ 0;

m 6¼ 0

ð4Þ

m¼0

ð5Þ

0

@FE ð0; 8 Þ
¼ 0;
@0

which ensures FE(′, 8′) is independent of 8′ at the
spherical cap pole. This condition is satisfied by using
associated Legendre functions of the first kind and

ð7Þ

where f(8′) and g(8′) are arbitrary functions. Therefore,
both FE(′, 8′) and its derivative must be arbitrary at ′ =
c. In the study of Haines [1985a], it is shown that this
boundary condition is met by choosing nk(m) such that

ð1Þ

E ¼ rFE ;

ð6Þ

@FE ðc ; 8 Þ
0
¼ gð8 Þ;
@0

Pnmk ðmÞ ðcos  Þ½gkm cosðm8 Þ þ hkm sinðm8 Þ

[Haines, 1985a, 1988, 2007; Ruohoniemi and Baker, 1998],
where ′ and 8′ are the magnetic colatitude and longitude in
the spherical cap coordinate system, Pnmk(m)(cos ′) is the
Associated Legendre Function of noninteger degree nk(m)
and integer order m, where k is the integer degree index,
Kmax is the maximum degree index, and gkm and hkm are
constant fitting coefficients for each degree index/order pair.
[13] Electrostatic potential is related to the electric field
(E) by

0

FE ðc ; 8 Þ ¼ f ð8 Þ;

k  m ¼ odd

ð8Þ

k  m ¼ even

ð9Þ

0

dPnmk ðmÞ ðcos  Þ 
0
 ¼c ¼ 0;
d0

forming two sets of basis functions having a real degree nk(m)
that is not necessarily integral.0 To solve for nk(m), consider
dPm ðcos  Þ 
0
Pnm(m)(cos c) and nk ðmÞ 0
¼ 0; in equations (8)
k

d

 ¼c

and (9) to be oscillating function of nk(m) given m and c.
The nk(m) values represent the roots of equations (8) and (9).
The degree index k starts at m and is incremented every
time a root to either equation (8) or (9) is found.
[15] In this way, the difference k − m fluctuates between
even and odd values as Pnmk(m)(cos c) fluctuates between a
maximum and zero amplitude. By solving equations (8)
and (9) for every combination of k and m, the noninteger
values of nk(m) are determined and may be used to solve
for the fitting coefficients.
[16] Sometimes it is physically significant to set FE(′, 8′) =
0 kV at c, for example, if the spherical cap is centered over
the north pole and the boundary of the spherical cap overlaps with the boundary of the high‐latitude convection zone,
or c = FIT. This can be accomplished by calculating nk(m)
with equation (8) alone (SCHA‐1) (see also Weimer [2005],
for an example, of the SCHA‐1 technique applied to map
the electrostatic potential). However, if the value of the
potential at the boundary of the spherical cap is unknown
(e.g., FIT is unknown) or the region of observation does not
reasonably fill the convection zone, then both equations (8)
and (9) should be used to determine nk(m) (SCHA‐2) using
an appropriate spherical cap centered over the data. Once the
nk(m) are determined, SCHA may be used to solve for the
velocity, electric field, and electrostatic potential at any
point on the spherical cap.
[17] To summarize, in order to get a convection map with
the SCHA mapping technique, one has to (1) collect and
preprocess velocity observations as described. (2) Select the
central coordinates of the spherical cap. If the observations
are reasonably uniform, this is accomplished by finding the
average coordinates of the observations. (3) If the central
coordinates are not located at the North Pole, the observation coordinates and azimuth must be redefined with respect
to the center of the spherical cap. (4) Select c such that the
angular distance between the edge of the spherical cap and
the outlying observation points does not exceed the average
angular spacing between observations. Note that if FIT is
known, it may be desirable to map the entire convection
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unphysical. The minimum wavelength lmin that can be
accurately mapped for a given data set is approximated by
min ﬃ

Figure 2. (a and b) Contours indicate an arbitrarily generated convection pattern. (a) The full convection vectors
associated with the convection pattern are plotted on an
evenly spaced grid with a separation of D = 2°. (b) The
l‐o‐s component of the full convection vectors associated
with the convection pattern is plotted at the location of SuperDARN observation on 3 January 2001 at 0114–0116 UT.

zone using SCHA‐1 for a spherical cap centered over the
pole with c = FIT. In such a case, it is allowable to have a
larger gap between the observations and the boundary of the
spherical cap because of the constraints of a zero potential
boundary applied in the SCHA‐1 technique. (5) Determine
the nk(m) terms using either the SCHA‐1 or SCHA‐2
technique. (6) Calculate the fitting coefficients as described.
[18] It is important to choose an appropriate value of Kmax
to best represent the convection for a given data set.
Choosing a low value for Kmax will result in an overly
smooth convection map, whereas choosing a value that is
too large adds features to the resultant map that may be

4c
¼ pD;
Kmax

ð10Þ

[Haines, 1988], where p represents the number of observations that must be present on a given wavelength, and D
represents the angular spacing between uniformly distributed
observations [e.g., see Bendat, 1958, section 2.4‐2]. It is
highly desirable to be able to define p so that equation (10)
may be used to determine the best value of Kmax to represent a given data set. For a purely theoretical and uniform
distribution, lmin = 2D (Nyquist wavelength) where p = 2.
However, for a more realistic data set with irregularly
spaced observations contaminated by noise, a larger value of
p (>4) is more appropriate to ensure a more accurate fit.
However, if the data are irregularly spaced, then D (and
therefore p) differ across the map. For the SuperDARN
observations mapped in this study, gridding of the observations sets a minimum of D = 1° over regions of good
data coverage. However, in a more realistic case where the
distribution of points of measurement is patchy, D varies
over the spherical cap. In this case it is more practical to
create multiple convection maps with different value for
Kmax and select the most appropriate map based on a comparison of the output convection map with the input
observations (see analysis of residual values performed in
sections 3.2 and 3.3). Then, p may be set as a guideline for
generating similar maps based on similar distributions of
data. For a case of widely varying D, the largest D should
be used to determine Kmax. If a higher value of Kmax is
desired to better map regions of good coverage, then regions
of sparse coverage should be excluded from the spherical
cap. Note also that a sufficient distribution of observations
must be present to create a convection map (this is true for
both the SCHA and FIT convection mapping techniques). If
D is sufficiently large, then Kmax will be <1, and a map
cannot be generated. For a distribution to be significant,
there must be at least p observation points within the
spherical cap to generate a map with the matching value
of Kmax.
[19] To test the SCHA‐1 and SCHA‐2 procedures a test
convection pattern is adopted to represent a very basic two‐
celled pattern with and without flow across the boundary of
the spherical cap.
3.2. Mapping Model Convection Patterns Using
SCHA‐1
[20] The contour lines in Figures 2a and 2b show an
arbitrarily generated convection pattern, which fills the
entire convection zone bounded by FIT = 30° colatitude and
has closed contours at FIT. In Figure 2a, the full convection
vectors associated with this pattern are indicated over an
evenly spaced grid with points separated by D = 2°.
“Observations” were simulated by adding noise to these
vectors through the addition of a random term sampled from
a normal distribution of mean = 0 m/s and s = 50 m/s for the
velocity magnitude and mean = 0° and s = 15° for the
azimuth. The simulated observations were then used as
inputs to the SCHA‐1 mapping technique for a spherical cap
centered on the North Pole with c = FIT to recreate a map
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Figure 3. SCHA‐1 mapping for c = 30° of the convection vectors shown in (a) Figure 2a for Kmax = 5
and (b) Figure 2b for Kmax = 3. Note that noise was added to the original convection vectors to create
simulated vectors prior to using the SCHA‐1 technique. (c) Distribution of the difference or residual value
between the original (gray) and simulated (white) convection and mapped convection shown in Figure 3a.
(d) Distribution of the difference or residual value between the theoretical convection and mapped
convection sampled across the entire map shown in Figure 3b.
of the ionospheric convection for all values of Kmax
between 2 and 10.
[21] Figure 3a shows the resultant convection pattern for
Kmax = 5, which appears to be almost identical to the pattern
shown in Figure 2. The ability of the SCHA‐1 technique to
recreate the original convection pattern may be evaluated by
comparing the output convection vectors to both the original
(before noise) and simulated (after noise) vectors. Figure 3c
shows a distribution of the residual (input‐output) values,
where the input values are the north/south and east/west
components of the original (gray) and simulated (white)
vectors and the output values are the corresponding components of the output convection pattern shown in Figure 3a.
The width of the distribution of the difference between
original and output values is reduced compared to the distribution of the difference between simulated and output
values (so = 14.4 m/s versus ss = 75.8 m/s). This indicates
that despite the noise added to generate the simulated
observations, the SCHA‐1 technique was able to reproduce
the original convection pattern.
[22] It should be noted that Kmax = 5 produced the narrowest original and simulated distributions, suggesting it is
the most appropriate choice to model the data set. Convection patterns for Kmax < 5 were similar in appearance but
more smoothed, resulting in a distribution with slightly
lower velocity values and wider distributions (for Kmax = 3,
so = 18.3 m/s, ss = 78.1 m/s). For Kmax > 5, the contours in
Figure 3a become distorted as the procedure was more

affected by the noise added to the distribution rather than the
underlying convection pattern, again producing wider distributions (for Kmax = 8, so = 24.2 m/s, ss = 76.1 m/s).
These results show that for an appropriate choice of Kmax,
the SCHA‐1 technique can accurately map a known convection pattern based on a uniform distribution of simulated
input observations.
[23] In reality, observations are not so evenly dispersed
about the spherical cap and measured vectors are often only
available for one component of the 2‐D horizontal convection vector. To represent a more likely distribution,
observed convection vectors should be determined at the
coordinates of possible observation locations. As an
example, Figure 2b shows the l‐o‐s component of the full
convection vector associated with the arbitrarily generated
convection pattern contoured in Figures 2a and 2b. The
velocities were calculated at the coordinates of the 887
gridded l‐o‐s velocities observed on 3 January 2001 from
0114 to 0116 UT. Noise was added to the calculated l‐o‐s
velocity magnitudes to create simulated inputs for the
SCHA‐1 mapping technique. The resultant convection map
for Kmax = 3 is shown in Figure 3b. Determining the best
value of Kmax for mapping convection based on a nonuniform data set was more complicated as a comparison
between input and output vectors could only be made at the
data coordinates, completely disregarding the rest of the
convection pattern. As Kmax increased, the difference
between the simulated l‐o‐s velocities and the output con-
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Figure 4. SCHA‐2 mapping for c = 15° of the convection vectors shown in (a) Figure 2a for Kmax = 3
and (b) Figure 2b for Kmax = 2 at colatitudes poleward of c. Note that noise was added to the original
convection vectors to create simulated vectors prior to using the SCHA‐2 technique. (c) Distribution of
the difference or residual value between the original (gray) and simulated (white) convection and mapped
convection shown in Figure 4a. (d) Distribution of the difference or residual value between the theoretical
convection and mapped convection sampled across the entire map shown in Figure 4b.
vection projected in the l‐o‐s direction decreased, but the
convection pattern took on an increasingly complicated
pattern with multiple unphysical cells forming in the regions
not populated by data. Such cells form when the D characterizing a region of patchy observation is greater than the
resolution implied by the fitting procedure. Instead, a
comparison was made between the original convection
calculated along the evenly spaced grid shown in Figure 2a
and the convection calculated at the same coordinates using
the SCHA‐1 fitting coefficients. The width of this distribution was a minimum for Kmax = 3 (s = 40.4 m/s) and is
shown in Figure 3d.
[24] Results shown in Figure 3 indicate that the SCHA‐1
technique can accurately map convection for a distribution
that is closed at the boundary of the spherical cap when the
input data are either uniformly distributed or confined to the
coordinates of possible radar observations.
3.3. Mapping Model Convection Patterns Using
SCHA‐2
[25] To determine the ability of the SCHA‐2 technique to
map convection when c does not necessarily equal FIT and
the convection contours are not necessarily closed, simulated observations discussed in section 3.2 at magnetic
latitudes of <75° were discarded and convection recalculated
using the SCHA‐2 approach for a spherical cap again centered over the pole. Figure 4 shows the results of using
SCHA‐2 with c = 15°.

[26] In Figure 4a, convection is mapped based on 164
uniformly distributed input values. The best fit was found
for Kmax = 3. The resultant convection pattern is almost
identical to the input pattern shown poleward of 75° in
Figure 2a. The residual distributions shown in Figure 4c are
centered at zero with so = 26.6 m/s and ss = 102.4 m/s. For
the pattern based on a nonuniform distribution of observations (538 points), s = 13.4 m/s (Figures 4b and 4d).
[27] These results indicate that the SCHA‐2 technique
accurately maps convection for a distribution that is open at
the boundary of the spherical cap when the input data are
either uniformly distributed or confined to regions of reasonable radar coverage. Now that the SCHA has been tested
in theory, it must be examined for representing real convection patterns based on actual measurements. This is
necessary because in reality, convection patterns are much
more complicated having multiple structures that range
in size.

4. SCHA Fitting of SuperDARN Data
[28] The goal of this section is to map convection based
on SuperDARN observations for known orientations of the
IMF. Choosing an appropriate value for Kmax is difficult, as
the true convection pattern is not known, and the number
and distribution of data points varies widely. For all maps
Kmax = 4 will be used to map convection on a spherical cap
centered over the North Geomagnetic Pole with c = 30°,
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Figure 5. SCHA‐2 convection patterns for Kmax = 4 for events and IMF conditions of (a) 21 January
2001 1650–1652 UT, Bz < 0, By < 0, (b) 20 January 2001 1620–1622 UT, Bz < 0, By > 0, (c) 1 December
2001 2016–2018 UT, Bz > 0, By < 0, and (d) 11 March 2002 2252–2254 UT, Bz > 0, By > 0.
and a masking algorithm will be used to plot contours only
where they are constrained by data. Equation (10) may be
rearranged to solve for D in terms of c, Kmax, and a
predetermined value of p. Contour lines will only be plotted
provided they are within an angular distance of D from a
data point. For the maps produced in this section, data
coverage is extensive and the Nyquist wavelength (p = 2)
was chosen to best represent the data so that D = 15°.
[29] To illustrate how the SCHA‐2 technique performs for
typical IMF conditions, we map convection for 4 different
orientations of the IMF By and Bz. Magnetic field traces, as
observed by the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE)
satellite were examined for periods of steady IMF By and Bz
conditions where the SuperDARN radars concurrently
observed a high echo occurrence rate (>500 gridded l‐o‐s
velocities). The propagation delay between the satellite and
magnetopause were calculated using the methods of Weimer
et al. [2003] and Weimer [2004]. We consider observations
for Bz < 0 and By < 0 on 21 January 2001 at 1650–1652 UT,
for Bz < 0 and By > 0 on 20 January 2001 at 1620–1622 UT, for
Bz > 0 and By < 0 on 1 December 2001 at 2016–2018 UT and
for Bz > 0 and By > 0 on 11 March 2002 at 2252–2254 UT.
Figure 5 shows the convection maps for four combinations
of the IMF By and Bz polarity. Convection vectors are
plotted at observation coordinates to indicate the flow
direction and data distribution. In Figures 5a and 5b, convection is plotted for periods of IMF Bz < 0 for By < 0 and

By > 0, respectively. Both patterns are two‐celled with
strong sunward flow in the auroral regions of the plot closed
by antisunward flow over the polar cap. When By < 0, the
antisunward flow is directed from ∼13 magnetic local time
(MLT) to ∼5 MLT indicating a dominance of the dawnside
cell, whereas for By > 0, the convection flows from ∼9 to
∼20 MLT, and the duskside cell dominates. In Figure 5c,
Bz > 0 and By < 0. The convection pattern is four celled. The
outer dawn and dusk convection foci are centered at ∼75°
MLAT and approximately 4 and 22 MLT, respectively.
These cells indicate antisunward flow over the polar cap
closed by sunward directed flow over the auroral regions.
There are two inner reverse convection cells with foci centered at ∼85° MLAT and 13 MLT and at 80° MLAT and
8 MLT. The reverse convection cells indicate sunward
directed flow along the ∼10 MLT meridian and a dominance of the reverse dusk cell over the reverse dawn cell. In
Figure 5d, Bz > 0 and By > 0. The convection pattern is similar
to that shown in Figure 5c, except the sunward directed flow
associated with the two reverse convection cells on the dayside is located just past 12 MLT, indicating a dominance of
the reverse dawn cell over the reverse dusk cell.
[30] The convection patterns generated using SCHA‐2
illustrated in Figure 5 are consistent with known characteristics of plasma circulation for Bz < 0 [Reiff and Burch,
1985] and Bz > 0 [Reiff and Burch, 1985; Watanabe and
Sofko, 2009] and with data‐based models of ionospheric
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∼1100 m/s and 700 m/s at 70° and 63° MLAT. These flows
are reasonably high and the question of how accurate they
are arises. To determine the ability of the SCHA‐2 technique to represent the real convection pattern, a comparison with observations from another instrument should be
considered.

Figure 6. (a) SCHA‐2 convection for Kmax = 4, c = 9° on
28 September 2005 for the interval 0928–0930 UT. (b) FIT
convection for Kmax = 6, c = 29° for the event shown in
Figure 6a. (c) Corresponding merged SuperDARN velocities and the DMSP cross‐track ion drifts observed at
0924–0930 UT (gray).
convection [Heppner and Maynard, 1987; Foster et al.,
1986; Weimer, 1995; Ruohoniemi and Greenwald, 1996,
2005], suggesting that SCHA‐2 performs well when the
IMF is in a quasi steady state and the SuperDARN coverage
is good.
[31] Periods of such good coverage are not typical, particularly for the current period of solar minimum. To see
how the SCHA‐2 technique performs during a period of
limited data coverage, consider the event of 28 September
2005 where a stream of fast flow was observed by the Tiger/
Unwin SuperDARN radar pair in the Southern Hemisphere
[Makarevich et al., 2009]. For the 2 min interval 0928–
0930 UT, 137 observations are limited to a spherical cap of
half‐angle c = 9° centered at magnetic latitude and longitude
of −66° and 236°, respectively. Figure 6a shows the SCHA‐2
convection map generated for Kmax = 4. The direction of the
flow is primarily westward, with some meridional component near 60° MLAT. There are two peaks in the flow of

4.1. Comparison With DMSP Ion Drifts
[32] Drayton et al. [2005] performed a comparison
between raw SuperDARN l‐o‐s observations and cross‐
track component of the ion drift measured by the Defense
Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites and
found reasonable agreement between observations. To
evaluate the performance of the SCHA‐2 convection mapping technique, a subset of 57 Northern Hemisphere events
was chosen from the original comparison by Drayton et al.
[2005] for processing. For this event subset, the slope of the
best‐fit line to a scatter plot of the SuperDARN l‐o‐s
velocities versus the DMSP cross‐track ion drift was m =
0.74, and the correlation coefficient of the data set was R =
0.88. For each event, a convection map was generated using
the SCHA‐2 technique for a spherical cap centered over the
pole with c = 30° and Kmax = 4 for the corresponding 2 min
interval. Using a similar comparison technique as in the
study of Drayton et al. [2005], all DMSP velocities within
either a 45 km (or 55 km if there are too few data points)
radius of a given grid point were averaged together for
comparison with the corresponding convection vector. Both
the SCHA‐2 vectors and the 2‐D DMSP ion drifts were
broken into components for comparison. Figure 7 shows a
scatter plot of the (a) north/south and (b) east/west components of the SCHA‐2 convection versus DMSP ion drift.
The correlation coefficient and slope of the best‐fit line to
the data set is identical for each component with R = 0.85
and m = 0.65.
[33] The correlation between data sets is very similar to
the original l‐o‐s comparison, but the slope of the best‐fit
line is somewhat reduced. Such a reduction is likely due to
the overall smoothing performed by the SCHA procedure.
Despite this reduction, the correlation between the data sets
and similarity with the previous comparison suggests the
SCHA‐2 convection is in reasonable agreement with DMSP
observations of the ion drift. These results are not surprising,
as the DMSP passes in the original comparison were chosen
during periods of low spatial and temporal variation of both
SuperDARN and DMSP observations. In addition, passes
were chosen during periods where the corresponding
radar indicated good coverage for F region echoes, so that
a large number of vectors would be available to constrain
the convection over the region of comparison at auroral
latitudes.
[34] Such a comparison between DMSP and raw SuperDARN l‐o‐s or convection velocities has not been performed during periods of variable convection. Once the
frequency of the flow variability increases, different resolutions between the radar and satellite instruments cause disagreement between concurrent observations. As an example,
in Figure 6c the DMSP cross‐track ion drifts (gray vectors)
corresponding to the 2 min convection maps in Figure 6a are
plotted. Although both instruments indicate a double peaked
flow structure, the variability in the flow is more pronounced in the DMSP ion drift. Evaluation of the SCHA‐2
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0.61 if the maps are reprocessed with Kmax = 6. Note also
that increased values of Kmax may also be used, but after
Kmax = 6, the corresponding convection becomes distorted
because of an insufficient number of observations.
[37] An identical comparison was performed for events
having a high spatial variability over a localized region. Fast
flow streams are frequently observed over the Tiger/Unwin
SuperDARN radar pair in the Southern Hemisphere in the
dusk sector. In 2004 and 2005, 18 events were identified
during which fast flows were observed by the DMSP satellite and there were overlapping Tiger and Unwin radar
observations. From these 18 events, 57 two minute convection maps were generated using the SCHA‐2 technique
with Kmax = 4 for a spherical cap size of roughly 10° centered over the data. Figure 6 shows an example of such an
event. Sample merged vectors are indicated in Figure 6c by
the colored vectors. Figures 8c and 8d show a comparison of
the SCHA‐2 convection versus the corresponding merged
vectors in the same format as Figures 8a and 8b. In contrast
to the good coverage events in Figures 8a and 8b, agreement
is better in the east/west direction (R = 0.73) than for the
north/south direction (R = 0.57). The fast‐flow streams
observed are primarily aligned in the azimuthal direction so
that the east/west component of the flow is generally much
higher than the north/south component, explaining the better
agreement in the east/west direction.

5. Comparison With Convection Calculated
Using the FIT Technique

Figure 7. Scatter plot of the (a) north/south and (b) east/
west component of the SCHA‐2 convection versus DMSP
ion drift.
technique under periods of variable flow would be better
accomplished through comparison between instruments
measuring at the same resolution.
4.2. Comparison With Merged Vectors
[35] The SCHA‐2 convection was next compared to the
SuperDARN‐derived convection calculated at preprocessed
grid cells containing multiple observations (merge technique). In the merge technique, overlapping gridded l‐o‐s
velocities are combined to determine the full 2‐D plasma
flow vector [see Ruohoniemi and Baker, 1998].
[36] The merge technique was first applied at 2 min
intervals of observation for an event of 3 January 2001
from 0104 to 0124 UT, where the IMF was steady with Bz ∼
−7 nT and By ∼ 0 nT. For this period, there are >800 vectors
constraining each convection map, and the SCHA‐2 technique was applied on a spherical cap of c = 25°–30° and
Kmax = 4. Figure 8 shows a scatter plot of the (a) north/south
and (b) east/west components of the SCHA‐2 versus merged
convection. The agreement is excellent in the north/south
direction with R = 0.87 and m = 0.80 and is somewhat
reduced in the east/west component with R = 0.79 and m =
0.52. However, this may be improved to R = 0.82 and m =

[38] Currently, the FIT technique is used for generating
SuperDARN‐derived convection maps. The fitting is done
using a modified spherical harmonic analysis method as
described in section 1. The relative performance of the two
techniques may be discussed by comparing maps of the
convection determined using either technique. All FIT maps
generated in this comparison are constrained using a statistical convection model according to the IMF conditions
observed by the ACE satellite.
[39] Figure 9a shows the observed l‐o‐s velocities for a
2 min interval beginning at 2252 UT on 11 March 2002.
During this interval, the IMF By and Bz were positive and
6 < BT < 12 nT. The overplotted potential pattern indicates
the statistical model derived by Ruohoniemi and Greenwald
[1996] for these IMF conditions. The model pattern predicts
a three‐celled convection pattern with a counterclockwise
reverse cell located on the dayside ionosphere poleward of
80° MLAT with sunward directed flow approximately
aligned along the 9 MLT meridian. The l‐o‐s velocities
indicate several regions of overlapping observations that have
been merged together to map the convection in Figure 9b.
Like the model pattern, the merged convection vectors indicate the presence of a reverse convection cell on the high‐
latitude dayside ionosphere. Unlike the model pattern, the
merged vectors indicate sunward directed flow approximately aligned along the 14 MLT meridian.
[40] In Figure 9c, the FIT technique was applied with FIT =
27° and Kmax = 4. The corresponding map for the SCHA‐2
technique with c = FIT has already been presented in
Figure 5d. In the FIT map, convection contours are
smoothly closed near the equatorward boundary of the plot.
The regular dawnside and duskside convection cells reach
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Figure 8. (a and c) North/south and (b and d) east/west components of the SuperDARN‐derived SCHA‐2
convection for Figures 8a and 8b good data coverage and Figures 8c and 8d limited data coverage.
maximum and minimum values (gray plus and cross) at
magnetic coordinates of (80°, 95°) and (75°, 35°), respectively. Flow reaches a maximum value of ∼800 m/s around
the equatorward portion of the duskside minimum. There are
two reverse convection cells centered over 12 MLT with
sunward directed flow reaching ∼900 m/s approximately
aligned along the 10 MLT meridian at ∼85° MLAT. The
general shape of the corresponding SCHA‐2 convection
map shown in Figure 5d has similarly located convection
cells; however, there are noticeable differences between
maps. For example, in the SCHA‐2 map, the magnitude of
the maximum velocity at the equatorward edge of the
duskside convection cell reaches peak velocities of >1000 m/s,
showing better agreement with the merged map. In the
SCHA‐2 convection map, the orientation of the sunward
directed flow associated with the reverse convection cells is
along the 13 MLT meridian with a maximum velocity of
∼600 m/s. Although this orientation of the flow is more
consistent with the orientation of the dayside convection
illustrated in the merged maps, the velocity magnitudes are
damped. Reprocessing the SCHA‐2 map using Kmax = 6
(Figure 9d) changes the orientation of the sunward convection flow to agree with the FIT convection map rather
than the merged convection map and increases the sunward

velocity magnitude to agree more closely with the merged
vectors.
[41] High‐velocity (>1000 m/s) l‐o‐s velocities are
observed in the dusk sector in the 70°–75° MLAT band,
suggesting the high‐velocity convection mapped by the
SCHA‐2 technique for Kmax = 4 and 6 (Figures 5d and 9d)
is reasonable. It is likely that this high‐speed flow channel
was suppressed by the global fitting of the FIT technique
because of the surrounding low‐velocity (<400 m/s)
observations at adjacent latitudes. These local flows cannot
be accommodated into a global solution that satisfies the
condition for a zero potential at the low‐latitude boundary of
the plot. Note that this remains true if the convection zone is
expanded by setting FIT = 35° (not shown).
[42] The orientation and magnitude of the sunward
directed flow associated with the dayside reverse convection
cells for the SCHA‐2 convection maps seems to be dependent on the value of Kmax selected for mapping. For Kmax = 4,
the orientation of the sunward directed flow on the dayside
ionosphere for the SCHA‐2 map is offset from the orientation of the flow illustrated in the FIT map by approximately 45° but offset from the convection direction
determined by the merge technique by only ∼15°. The
magnitude of the sunward‐directed SCHA‐2 flow is sig-
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Figure 9. (a) Convection maps based on SuperDARN observations for an event on 11 March 2002 at
2252–2254 UT. Convection was mapped using the (b) merged technique, (c) FIT technique with Kmax = 4
and FIT = 27°, and (d) the SCHA‐2 technique with a spherical cap centered over the pole, Kmax = 6
and c = 27°. Contour lines in Figure 9a indicate the statistical model convection pattern (according to
Ruohoniemi and Greenwald [1996] for IMF By > 0, Bz > 0, and 6 < BT < 12 nT) used to constrain the
FIT convection map shown in Figure 9c.
nificantly damped when compared to both the FIT and
merged flow. When Kmax is increased to 6, the magnitude of
the sunward‐directed flow increases to exceed the FIT flow
and more closely match the flow determined by the merge
technique. However, the orientation of the flow rotates to
match the orientation of the FIT flow and become 60° offset
from the merged convection direction. It is clear that the
choice of Kmax is important to properly map small‐scale
structures. A follow‐up study should be performed to
determine the appropriate values of Kmax to apply to various
distributions of data for structures of varying size for both
the FIT and SCHA techniques through comparison to
known convection patterns.
[43] The performance of the FIT and SCHA techniques
may be further examined by comparing the results obtained
in the previous sections using the SCHA technique with
those determined using the FIT technique. Consider the
comparison between the convection calculated using the
SCHA‐2 technique versus the 2‐D DMSP ion drift shown in
Figure 7. If the convection were instead calculated using the
FIT technique with FIT = c = 30°, then the correlation
coefficient and slope of the best‐fit line would be R = 0.84
and m = 0.62 and R = 0.88 and m = 0.66 in the north/south
and east/west directions, respectively. These results are

almost identical to those calculated from the SCHA‐2
technique (m = 0.65 and R = 0.85 for both directions).
[44] The merged comparison shown in Figures 8a and 8b
may also be repeated using FIT convection vectors. The
results of such work are slopes and correlation coefficients
of m = 0.79 and R = 0.85 in the north/south direction and
m = 0.49 and R = 0.76 in the east/west direction. Again, the
results of the merged comparison are very similar to those
determined using SCHA‐2 convection for a map centered on
the pole.
[45] One might expect similarity between results of the
DMSP and merged comparisons with convection calculated
using both the SCHA‐2 and FIT techniques because of the
criteria used to select events. For the DMSP comparison,
events were chosen where the satellite was roughly centered
within a given radar field of view so there were multiple
points to evaluate. In the merged comparison, events with
overlapping observations were chosen so that merged vectors could be determined. To satisfy these criteria, events
were chosen during periods of good data coverage when the
sampling region was typically poleward of 70° MLAT. The
convection vectors were therefore largely determined by
the data rather than the extra constraints applied in the FIT
technique as discussed below.
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[46] The underlying shape of the FIT‐determined convection pattern is constrained to follow a predetermined
statistical model [Ruohoniemi and Greenwald, 1996, 2005;
Shepherd and Ruohoniemi, 2000]. The model is chosen
based on the orientation and strength of the IMF By and Bz
components and serves to shape the convection in regions of
insufficient data coverage. Proper choice of statistical model
is only possible when the IMF is both stable and can be
precisely determined. When the IMF is variable or undergoes rapid changes in polarity, the plasma flow is also in
transition and is therefore not likely to match the statistical
model convection pattern for particular IMF conditions.
Although a statistical model may be used with the SCHA
technique, it is not necessary, as a spherical cap may be
placed directly over the observations without considering
regions void of data. In this way, the FIT technique is
beneficial in creating global maps of the convection but is
unable to resolve smaller‐scale features without distorting
the global map. The SCHA technique is better able to
resolve structure over localized regions bounded by the
extent of the data.
[47] The stretching procedure employed by the FIT technique constrains the flow to be azimuthally aligned in the
low‐latitude boundary at FIT. Therefore, FIT must be
carefully chosen to accurately reflect the low‐latitude
boundary of the convection pattern. If, for example, the
boundary is placed at too high a latitude, then flow that is
observed to cross the boundary of the plot will be rotated by
90° in the mapped convection pattern. Fortunately, such
constraints only dominate at the low‐latitude boundary of
the plot and may be avoided by the accurate selection of
FIT. In contrast, the SCHA‐2 technique allows flow to cross
the boundary of the solution space within the spherical cap
allowing for a more rigorous solution.
[48] The good agreement between the FIT and SCHA
mapping techniques for the events shown in Figures 7, 8a,
and 8b for the DMSP and merged comparisons is due to the
more poleward location (>70°) of the points sampled compared to the location of FIT (∼60°) and to the choice of
events with good coverage. For periods with poor data
coverage and at lower latitudes, it is expected that the
convection pattern will be different for the FIT and SCHA
convection mapping techniques.
[49] In the comparison with the merge technique shown in
Figures 8c and 8d, vectors are located from 60° to 70°
MLAT in a localized region spanning an angular radius of
∼10°. For such events, it is no longer expected that the
SCHA‐2 and FIT vectors will yield similar results. In the
SCHA comparison, a maximum degree index of Kmax = 4
was used for a spherical cap size of c ∼ 10°. For a FIT
comparison, FIT = 30° is chosen to encompass the region of
interest and Kmax = 6 is used to map the convection so that
similar wavelengths are mapped (in equation (10), the factor
of 4 is replaced by a factor of 2 for the FIT technique).
Figure 6b shows an example of the convection derived
using the FIT technique for the SCHA example shown in
Figure 6a. The flow contours are smoothed, and velocity
magnitudes reduced compared to the corresponding SCHA
map. The resultant scatter plots (not shown) have a slope
and correlation coefficient of m = 0.47 and R = 0.51 and m =
0.55 and R = 0.68 for the north/south and east/west components of the convection, results that indicate poor agree-
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ment compared to the results of the SCHA‐2 comparison.
Events for this comparison demonstrate sub‐auroral polarization stream (SAPS)‐like fast flows that are azimuthally
aligned according to the DMSP satellite observations of the
cross‐track ion drift, and the azimuthal alignment imposed
through stretching by the FIT technique is therefore not a
large factor in explaining the disagreement between the FIT
and SCHA techniques.
[50] For these cases, inconsistencies can be explained by
the relative difference between the maximum flow speed
(>1000 m/s) and the background flow (∼300 m/s). The fast
flows are located within only a few degrees of FIT, and
there must therefore be a large gradient between the zero
velocity flow at FIT and the maximum flow speed of
>1000 m/s. A high value of Kmax is necessary to map such
data. For example, if the comparison is redone with Kmax = 8,
the results improve: m = 0.53 and R = 0.52 and m = 0.65
and R = 0.69 for the north/south and east/west components.
[51] The importance of choosing a reasonable low‐latitude
flow boundary may be illustrated by reexamining the differences between the FIT and SCHA convection. For the
20 min interval used to perform the merged comparison in
Figures 8a and 8b, convection maps were generated using
both the FIT and SCHA techniques with Kmax = 4 and FIT =
c = 30°, and the resultant vectors are compared at all latitudes. Figure 10 shows a scatter plot of the (a) north/south
and (b) east/west components of the convection. In both
plots, there is good agreement between convection calculated using either technique (R = 0.79, 0.87 and m = 1.03,
0.97). However, in the north/south component, there is a
significant portion of points for which the FIT technique had
near‐zero values, and the SCHA‐2 technique indicated a
wide range of nonzero values. Such flows correspond to
points in the low‐latitude region of the plot where the
SCHA‐2 convection maps allowed the flow contours to
cross the boundaries, whereas the FIT technique constrained
the flow to be zero at the boundary of the plot, thereby,
forcing azimuthally aligned flow at latitudes near FIT. To
provide a better comparison between techniques, the FIT
convection was recalculated using FIT = 50° to prevent the
forced azimuthal alignment. Figures 10c and 10d show the
resultant comparison. Agreement is improved in the north/
south component of the plot with R = 0.88. The grouping of
points cluster along the y axis shifts closer to the dashed
bisecting line, indicating that the shift in FIT has allowed
the flow to rotate away from the east/west direction and
cross the  = 30° circle of colatitude. Agreement in the east/
west direction of the plot has shifted slightly so that m =
1.19, indicating a tendency for the SCHA velocity to be
larger than the corresponding FIT velocity. These results
suggest there is a strong dependence of the FIT technique on
the proper choice of FIT, particularly for vectors at low
latitudes. The SCHA technique is free of this dependency
and therefore provides more consistent convection results.

6. Conclusions
[52] In this study spherical cap harmonic analysis has
been introduced for mapping ionospheric convection using
SuperDARN radar observations. It was shown that
[53] 1. SCHA technique with (SCHA‐1) or without
(SCHA‐2) a zero‐potential boundary condition at the border
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Figure 10. (a and c) North/south and (b and d) east/west components of the SCHA versus FIT convection. In all plots, Kmax = 4, and FIT = c = (a and b) 30° and (c and d) 50°.
of the convection zone reproduced the expected convection
pattern for an arbitrarily generated test pattern that was
characterized at a number of preselected points distributed
either uniformly or at possible locations of radar observations. A more realistic situation was simulated through the
addition of noise to both the magnitude and direction of the
preselected vectors.
[54] 2. If SuperDARN measurements have good coverage,
the SCHA‐2 technique produces convection patterns consistent with expectations for various combinations of IMF
By and Bz.
[55] 3. Convection vectors calculated using SuperDARN
measurements and the SCHA‐2 convection mapping technique agreed with the DMSP ion drifts for events selected
during periods of smooth temporal and spatial variations of
the flow. The correlation coefficient and the slope of the
best‐fit line for a scatter plot of the components of the
SCHA convection versus DMSP ion drift in the north/south
and east/west directions were R = 0.85 and m = 0.65.
[56] 4. For periods of both good and limited data coverage
of SuperDARN measurements, convection vectors inferred
by the SCHA‐2 technique agreed with the velocity vectors
determined using the merge technique. For events with good

data coverage, the correlation coefficient and the slope of
the best‐fit line were R = 0.87 and m = 0.80 for the
north/south component and R = 0.79 and m = 0.52 for the
east/west component of the convection vectors. For events
observing SAPS‐like flows in localized regions, the correlation coefficient and the slope of the best‐fit line were
R = 0.57 and m = 0.69 for the north/south component and
R = 0.73 and m = 0.69 for the east/west component of the
convection vectors.
[57] 5. The SCHA technique performed comparably to the
FIT technique for convection maps over regions of good
data coverage during periods of smooth spatial and temporal
variations of the flow. However, for periods of spatially
confined and variable flow, the SCHA technique provided a
better representation of the convection pattern.
[58] These results indicate that SCHA can be used as a
fitting technique for SuperDARN data to produce maps of
the ionospheric convection pattern. In the future, work will
be focused on the advantages of the SCHA technique for
localized events involving the PolarDARN radars and on
examining the effects of using the SCHA technique instead
of the FIT technique for determining the cross polar cap
potential.
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